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1 .1 Rise of the

Individual

In the 13005, a

revolution began to

brew in Europe. But

this revolution didn’t involve weapons

and war. This was a movement of

ideas. People decided they wanted to

enjoy life on Earth—and notjust look

forward to their reward in heaven.

They focused on the individual and

believed evew person had unlimited

possibilities. This was notwhat the

Church had taught in the Middle

Ages. The movement was, indeed,

revol utionaw.

The growth of humanism,with its emphasis on
the individual, led to a rebirth ofthe arts and

learning.

THE GROWTH OF HUMANISM

The new movement was called
Instead of blindly obeying the authority
of a king or the teachings ofthe Church,
the followers ofthis movement wanted to
be independent and think for themselves.
Humanists stressed living a Christian
life but also sought to explore a new
understanding ofthe individual in relation
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to God. Humanism inspired a new sense
of possibility. People suddenly felt as if
they could do anything they chose.

The movement’s followers found inspiration
in-, or ancient Greek and Roman,

writings. Scholars in the Muslim empires
had obtained and preserved many
classical writings. Growing trade with
these empires brought Europeans into
greater contact with the texts. Humanists
admired what the people ofthose ancient
times had done and said and built.

An Italian poet named Petrarch became
an early humanist leader and collected
around 200 classical manuscripts. Some of
these manuscripts had been hidden away
in monastery libraries for centuries. People
learned Greekjust so they could read them.
They began to forget about Charlemagne
and wanted to learn more about the great
leaders of ancient Greece and Rome.

REBIRTH OF THE ARTS

This rebirth of classical learning led to
a movement of great creativity in the
arts,writing, and thinking. Historians

call the movement the Renaissance,

which actually means “rebirth” in French.
The Renaissance lasted from about
1300 to 1600 and began in Italy.

As the center ofthe ancient Roman Empire,

Italy was well positioned to become
the movement’s birthplace. In addition,

many of its cities—including Florence,
Venice, Rome, and Milan—had become

wealthy from trade. Ideas as well as
goods were traded in these cities, which

attracted artists, writers, and scientists.

Italian cities particularly benefited from
the reopening ofthe ancient trade routes
ofthe Silk Roads between Europe and
China. Interest in Asian markets had been
sparked, in part, by Venetian merchant
Marco Polo. He wrote about the wonders
he saw as he traveled the Silk Roads from
Europe to Central Asia, China, and India.
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No city in Italy was more influential during Florence to study the great masters,
the Renaissance than Florence. Artists including Leonardo, and created his own

like Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, and masterpieces. Michelangelo was a painter
Michelangelo came to Florence hoping and sculptor whose muscular subjects
to make a name for themselves—and convey great intensity and power. These
they certainly did. Leonardo excelled as 3 artists and many, many others are counted
painter, an inventor, and a scientist. You’ll among the greats ofthe Italian Renaissance.
read more about the genius of Leonardo They were all part of an earthshaking
later in the chapter. Raphael came to cultural shift that transformed Europe.

REVIEW & ASSESS

‘ What IDENTIFY MAIN IDEAS ANALYZE LANGUAGE USE What
inspired the development AND DETAILS Why did the does the phrase "an earthshaking
of humanism? Renaissance begin in Italy? cultural shift" suggest about the

impact of the Renaissance in Europe7
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1'2 New Styles
and Techniques
.1.

Remember reading in the

last chapter about the

i great stained-glass—filled

cathedrals built during the Middle

Ages? The walls of these churches

seemed to stretch to the sky. But heavy

brick blocks were often placed on the

outside ofa cathedral to support its

soaring walls.As you’ll see, Renaissance

architects would try to find another,

less visible means ofsupport.

The Renaissance inspired new forms of
expression in art, literature, and architecture.

ART AND LITERATURE

Renaissance architects came up with new
building strategies. However, the movement
demanded new forms of expression from
artists as well. For example, they found ways
to show landscapes in a realistic manner b
developing a technique called‘

PERSPECTIVE

Renaissance artists often included
perfectly proportioned buildings in their
paintings. Asyou can see in this painting,
The Ideal City by Piero della Francesca, the
larger buildings in the foreground and the

smaller ones in the background provide the

to produce an impression of depth and
distance. While art during the Middle
Ages appeared flat, perspective allowed
Renaissance artists to produce works
that looked three-dimensional.

The subjects ofthe artwork changed, too.
Artists including Titian (TlH-shun), a great
painter in Venice, still drew ins iration

from religious subjects. Buta,
or nonreligious, subjects also became
popular. For example, Sandro Botticelli
of Florence painted Lu Primuvem, which

celebrates the arrival of spring.

New styles in the arts weren’t limited
to painters and sculptors. Renaissance
writers got in on the act as well. Instead
of using Latin, the Ian ua e ofthe Church,

many wrote in thefi,or their

native language. One ofthe first to do
so was the poet Dante, who wrote his

masterpiece, The Divine Comedy, in Italian

in the early 1300s. The work describes
Dante’s Iongjourney to heaven led in
part by the ancient Roman poet Virgil.

ARCHITECTURE

During the Renaissance, architects found

inspiration by studying the buildings of
ancient Rome. They incorporated classical
Roman engineering features such as arches
and domes in their own creations. One of
the greatest of these architects was
Filippo Brunelleschi (brew-nuhI-LESS-key)
of Florence, whose impressive dome

is illustrated on the opposite page.

It all began with a contest. In 1418,

architects were challenged to build a self-
supporting dome for the cathedral of

 illusion of depth and distances  6! 2 CHAPTER 22



BRUNELLESCH I’S DOME

When the dome was completed in 1436, it soared to

a height of about 374 feet. Engineers today still do

not fully understand how Brunelleschi constructed his

masterpiece. It remains the largest brick dome ever built.

Building Materials
Beneath the tiles on the domes

exterior lie several million
bricks made of different shapes

and set either horizonmlly or
vertically depending on where

they were used.

Supporting Rings
Experts know that this

wooden ring helped hold the
dome in places They believe
the two stone rings above
may also have been used.

Florence. Brunelleschi won the competition,

but at first even he wasn’t sure how to build
the dome, which had to sit on a base that

was about 150 feet wide. Without internal
support, how could the dome be prevented
from sagging and collapsing? Eventually,
inspiration struck. Instead of constructing

1. READING CHECK What new

techniques did Renaissance
artists use?

  

   
  

  

  

Nesting Domes
To prevent the base of
the dome from bulging
outward, Brunelleschi

constructed an inner
and an outer dome
connected by vertical
and horizontal brick ribs‘   

 

massive visible supports, Brunelleschi
proposed building two domes, one nested
inside the other. The effect would be of a
dome rising effortlessly in the air. The dome
would come to symbolize the freedom of the
Renaissance and ofthe human spirit. It also
inspired other architects and helped make
Florence the center ofthe Renaissance.

2. MAKE INFERENCES 3. INTERPRET VISUALS

Why doyou think some What difficulties doyou
Renaissance writers began think the builders of the
expressing themselves in the dome encountered during its
vernacular? construction?
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MOMENTSIN HISTORY
Raphael’s School of Athens
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Raphael, who was only 27 when he com pleted this fresco,

celebrated the classical period by peopling his paintingwith

ancient Greek philosophers and scientists. The figures at its

center are the philosopher Plato on the left and his star stud t,

Aristotle, on the right. Raphael merges the Renaissance with

the classical period by using Leonardo da Vinci asthe model for

Plato. Other Renaissance artists, including Michelangelo and

Raphael himself, also appear in the painting. How does School of

Athens express the spirit of the Renaissance?

 

   



1 4 The Medici
and the Borgias

The Medici were like

the godfathers, or

crime bosses, of the

Renaissance. They defeated their

rivals by whatever means necessaw—

including murder. But the Medici family

used its wealth and power to support

some ofthe greatest artists in Florence.

Wealthy and powerful families supported
Renaissance artists and thinkers in many
Italian cities.

WEALTHY FLORENCE

There were other rich families in Florence,

but it was the Medici (MEH-dee-chee) who

clawed theirway to the top. Like other great
families in the city, the Medici built their

fortune as bankers and textile merchants.
They were part of a wealthy merchant class
that had developed in Italy and gained great
power. The family’s money bought them
so much political power that the Medici
ruled Florence during the Renaissance.

But the Medici weren’t all about money and
political gain. The Renaissance had brought
about a renewed sense of pride throughout
Italy. Rich families competed to restore
the glory of ancient Rome’s civilization to
their cities and so became patrons ofthe
arts.-used some of their wealth
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to encourage and support artists. This
support allowed the artists to create and
work full-time on their masterpieces.

The Medici family made sure that Florence
became the place to be for the great
artists and scholars ofthe day. They spent
fortunes attracting the best and brightest
to their city. No member ofthe Medici
family was more successful at bringing
artists and scholars to Florence than
Lorenzo de Medici, also known as Lorenzo

the Magnificent. A poet himself, Lorenzo
supported some ofthe most important
artists ofthe Renaissance, including

Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo.

POWERFUL ROME

Florence got a head start, but eventually
Renaissance ideas and a new flood of
people made their way to Rome. The pope,
who ruled both Rome and the Catholic
Church, rebuilt the city and brought back
its authority and importance. In time, Rome
became almost as powerful as Florence,

and the two cities competed for dominance.
When Michelangelo created his statue ofthe
biblical hero David, it was originally placed
outside the center of Florence’s government.
The towering, muscular David stood there,

tense and ready for battle, with his eyes
looking warningly in the direction of Rome.

The pope had authority over Rome, but the
city, like Florence, had its share of patrons.

The Borgia (BOR-gee-ah) family, originally
from Spain,was the most powerful group
of patrons in Rome. The Borgias were
even more ruthless than the Medici. Since
the Church controlled Rome, the Borgias

attempted to control the Church. In the
1400s, two members ofthe family became

popes. Another Borgia named Cesare
(CHAY—suh-ray) was made a cardinal, a high-
ranking member of the clergy, at the age of
17. Like many of the Borgias, Cesare used
political methods that were less than honest.
However, he did do one thing right: He
briefly brought Leonardo da Vinci to Rome.



This museum in Florence Called the Pilli

Palace‘ was built in 1472 for Luca Pilliv

However. the palace became the official

residence oflhe Medici in 1550'

What ANALYZE CAUSE AND MAKE INFERENCES Why did
roles did the Medici play in EFFECT How did the Medici some members ofthe Borgia
Florence? family become wealthy? family want tojoin the clergy? 



   LEONARDO

DA VINCI
According to legend, Leonardo’s father asked his

teenage son to paint a wooden shield. The boy

decided to paint a face on the shield—but not a

human face. Instead, he collected an assortment of

dead animals, including maggots, bats, and lizards, to

create the head of a monster belching smoke. When

Leonardo’s father saw the painting, he was so stunned

by its realism that he knew his son would be a painter.

He was right. But Leonardo would be so much more.

fl Jobs: Painter, sculptor, engineer,

scientist, and inventor

G) Home: He was born nearVinci but

made his home wherever he found

work—mostly Florence and Milan.

FINEST HOUR

Perhaps the acclaim received by his great pai
the Mona Lisa

WORST MOMENT

Seeing his bitter rival, Michelangelo, given the
honor of decorating the Vatican, the palace of the
pope in Rome

TRIVIA

He was Ieflrhanded and wrote backward, either

because it was easier or to prevent the curious from
reading his notebooks. Hiswriting had to be held
up to a mirror to be read.
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LEONARDO THE ARTIST

Because of Leonardo da Vinci’s obvious
talent, he was sent to apprentice under
Andrea del Verrocchio (vehr—OAK—ee-oh),

a great painter in Florence. Eventually,
Leonardo was given the honor of painting
an angel in one of his teacher‘s paintings.
It turned out to be the best part ofthe
painting. Soon after, Leonardo left his
teacher’s studio to strike out on his own.

Word quickly spread about the young painter.
Soon, nobles, patrons, and popes engaged
Leonardo‘s services. He would produce
several great works, including two very
celebrated paintings. One is the Menu Lisa,
shown here and arguably the most famous
painting in the world. The other is The Last
Supper, one ofthe best—known frescoes in
history. The fresco depicts the final meal
that, according to Christian belief, Jesus and

his followers ate together. It is admired for
the different emotions expressed by the
followers and for the use of light and angles
to draw attention to Jesus, the central figure.

 



LEONARDO’S MONA LISA

Many mysteries surround the Mona Lisa. For one

thing, no one really knows the subject's identity,

although she is believed to be Lisa Gherardini

(gehrraherEErnee), the wife of a merchant.

(Mona means “madame.") But it is her mysterious

smile that has captured people's imagination for

centuries. What is she smiling about? And what's

going on behind those eyes? Leonardo never gave

the painting to whoever commissioned it. Instead,

he kept it with him all his life. Today the painting

hangs in the Louvre, a museum in Paris.

ULTIMATE RENAISSANCE MAN

Unfortunately for the world, Leonardo

produced relatively few paintings—only
about 17. He began many other paintings
and other works of art but failed to finish
them. This failure was probably due to his
interest in so many other fields, including
engineering and anatomy, or the study ofthe
human body. Leonardo dissected, or cut up,

the bodies of dead people, and used what
he learned to make remarkably accurate
anatomical sketches. These sketches helped
him portray people more realistically. He
also designed machines, including early
forms of a flying machine and a submarine.

REVIEW 8: ASSESS

Why
is Leonardo da Vinci
considered a true
Renaissance man?

INTERPRET VISUALS The Mona

Lisa is said to represent the idea
of happiness, What details in
the painting do you think make 

Leonardo studied whatever interested
him and recorded his observations and
sketches in a collection of notebooks. These
are works of art themselves but were
not widely known until more than 100
years after his death. Many people had
considered Leonardo to be solely an artist
and so were amazed at the breadth of his
knowledge. In fact, with all his talents,

Leonardo embodied the weII-rounded ideal
of Renaissance and humanist thinking. He
could do it all. He was a painter, an architect,

an inventor, an engineer, and a scientist.

All these qualities and many more made
Leonardo the ultimate Renaissance man.

MAKE INFERENCES Why do you
think Leonardo decided to keep
the Mona Lisa for himself?

Mona Lisa appear happy?
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DAVE YODER

  
Searching fora

Lost da Vinci
What if there were a painting by Leonardo that wasjust waiting

to be uncovered? Italian engineer Maurizio SeraciniIs convinced one

exists, and he thinks he knows where it is. His obsession has taken

him to Florence, where he has conducted extensive research and

experienced both triumphs and defeats. Seracini has also gathered a

team, including photographer to help him find the hidden

masterpiece. The question is‘ Will they find the lost da Vinci?
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A member of Seracini’s
team looks on nervously
as a probe is inserted in
this painting by Giorgio
Vasari. Seracini believes
Leonardo’s missing
painting lies hidden
behind Vasari’s work



 

Researchers are trying to find a Iong-Iost painting
by Leonardo da Vinci.

A CENTURIES-OLD MYSTERY

The object of Seracini’s search dates back
about 500 years. Around 1505, Leonardo

painted a fresco called The Battle afAnghiari
(ahn-ghee-AHR-ee) on the wall of a room

in the Palazzo Vecchio, the town hall of

Florence. The fresco depicts four men on
horseback, engaged in an intense battle.
Leonardo had completed
the Mona Lisa, but it was

The Battle afAnghiari
that other artists came
to admire and copy.

About 50 years later, a

Renaissance artist and

writer named Giorgio
Vasari was asked to
redecorate the town
hall. However, legend

has it that ratherthan
cestroy Leonardo’s

fresco, Vasari built a wall

over the painting. He
t1en painted his own
battle scene on the new wa||. Vasari had
preserved other great works in a similar way.

An expert on Leonardo first told Seracini
aJout the lost painting and suggested that
he gather a team to look for it. As part ofthe
team, National Geographic photographer
Dave Yoder said his challenge was “to find
t1ings to photograph about a painting that
might or might not be behind a wall." They
a so weren’t sure which wall to look behind.

CLUES AND FINDINGS

But Seracini believes Vasari provided a
c ue to the painting’s whereabouts. On a
small flag in his painting, the artist wrote
in tiny letters the Italian words Cerca trava,

which mean “Seek and you shall find." At
first Seracini used noninvasive methods to
reveal what he called “a subtle gap behind

Photographer Dzve Vader

 
 

the wall on which Vasari painted, which

could have been constructed by Vasari
himself to protect Leonardo’s masterpiece."

Soon after this discovery, however, officials

in Florence had Seracini’s team use an
endoscope, a more invasive method, to

explore the painting. An endoscope is a
lighted instrument that can be inserted
inside an object to examine it. To reduce
the damage, Seracini mostly inserted the
endoscope into holes that had already
opened in Vasari’s painting. Material taken

from one hole revealed
traces of colors that
only Leonardo had used.
One black pigment
was believed to be
the same type used in
painting the Mona Lisa.

Despite this promising
finding, Italian

authorities called a halt
to further exploration
in 2012. Restorers

protested the invasion
of Vasari’s masterpiece.

They also didn’t believe
Seracini’s theory. As

a result, the holes were filled in, and the

scaffolding was taken down. So, is the

lost da Vinci lost for good? Both Seracini
and Yoder hope not. “I think it’s likely that
there is at least part of Leonardo’s fresco
somewhere in the room," says Yoder. “But

given the technology we’re limited to, we
could easily miss it by a few inches, and
then the world would never know."

I 1. READING CHECK What does Seracini think is
hidden behind Vasari’s fresco?

2. ANALYZE CAUSE AND EFFECT What event

brought the search to a halt?

3. FORM AND SUPPORT OPINIONS DO you

think the search for the lost da Vinci should
continue? Explain why or why not.
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Renaissance

Moves North
You’ve heard about the

wondersIn Italy, but youi
3
and ears. In Florence,you marvel at

still can’t believe your eyes

the lifelike, muscular statue of David.

You stop on the street in Rome to

listen to people discuss the limitless

possibility ofthe individual. In Milan,

you gaze at The Last Supper and

admire its depth and emotional power.

You can’t wait to get back home to

northern Europe and tell evewone

what you’ve seen and heard.

Renaissance ideas spread from Italy and
influenced art and literature across northern
Europe.

ARTISTIC STYLES

Great ideas cannot be contained. This
was true even in the 1400s and 15005.
In time, Italian Renaissance ideas began

to influence northern Europe. Trade and
the growth of cities spread the ideas to
countries such as France, Belgium, the

Netherlands, Germany, Spain, and England.

Artists from these countries visited Italy’s
cities to soak up their rebirth of culture
firsthand. Powerful rulers in countries
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like France and England brought Italian
artists to their courts. The kings and
queens became the artists’ patrons
and paid them to create works that
became a source of national pride.

While northern European artists were
inspired by the Italian Renaissance, many
put their own spin on artistic styles. For
instance, instead of focusing on classical

subjects, artists of the Northern Renaissance

often painted scenes of everyday life. A
Flemish artist named Pieter Bruegel
(BROY—guhl) the Elder demonstrated this

style. (Flemish refers to people from a region
called Flanders, which is in present—day
Belgium.) As the painting on the opposite
page illustrates, Bruegel often depicted the
lives of peasants with remarkable realism.

Another Flemish artist, Jan van Eyck
(yahn van EHK), painted detailed, colorful

portraits and images of religious subjects.
The rich color in his paintings was largely
due to his use of oil paint. Artists ofthe
Italian Renaissance had mostly used water-
based paints that often faded quickly. When
Italian artists visited northern Europe, they
eagerly adopted van Eyck’s use of oils and
brought the style back to Italy. The trade
of ideas didn’t go in only one direction.

The German artist Albrecht Diirer
(DYUR-uhr) is often considered to be the

greatest artist ofthe Northern Renaissance.
Diirer had visited Italy and absorbed the
styles there. He combined classical ideas,

perspective, and great attention to detail
to create realistic paintings and_,
or images carved on blocks of wood.

SCHOLARS AND WRITERS

The Italian Renaissance and its humanist
ideals also influenced the intellectual
thinking of northern Europe. As you may
recall, Petrarch was an early humanist

leader ofthe Italian Renaissance. The Dutch
scholar and priest Desiderius Erasmus
(dehz-ih-DEHR-ee-uhs ir-RAZ-muhs) was

a key humanist leader ofthe Northern



, .l'
m PeuxuntDmuc, Pieter Eruegelthe Elder. .557

Renaissance. Erasmus focused on making
classical works and Christian texts more
accessible to ordinary people. He also
criticized some Church practices and
called for reform. As you will see later in
the chapter, the writings of Erasmus and
others would have a big impact on the
Church. Another humanist,the English

statesman Thomas More, promoted

free education for men and women,

which was a radical idea at the time.

REVIEW 8: ASSESS

HOW COMPARE AND CONTRAST In

what ways did the artistic styles
ofthe Northern Renaissance
differfrom those of the Italian

did Renaissance ideas
spread from Italy to
northern Europe?

Renaissance?

Criticalviewing In lhispainling by
Bruegel, peasants dance in a village
square. What Can you learn about the
peasants‘ way of life from the painting?

 

Unlike Erasmus and More, the best—known

writer ofthe Northern Renaissance did
not try to reform society. This author
wrote tragic, comic, and historical plays
filled with characters that spring to life
offthe page. Their passions, humor,
personalities, and conflicts still capture
our imagination today. Many people
believe that the man who created these
characters—William Shakespeare—is the
greatest writer in the English language.

SYNTHESIZE Based on what you
have learned about humanism,

how did the scholars and writers
ofthe Northern Renaissance
reflect its ideals?
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   WILLIAM

SHAKESPEARE
Some people don’t believe William Shakespeare

wrote the works credited to him, in part because he

didn’t have a university education. These doubters

have identified other writers of the time as the

authors of Shakespeare’s work, but they’ve never

been able to prove their theories. Maybe some people

can’t believe that a man of humble background could

pen some of the greatest plays ever written. But that

seems to have been exactly what happened.

  

     

  

 

It Jobs: Playwright, poet, actor

6) Home: Stratford upon Avon;

married to Anne Hathaway, with

whom he had three children

   FINEST HOUR
Writing and performing for his patronsifirst
Queen Elizabeth I and later KingJames | of England

WORST MOMENT

Perhaps the death of his son, Hamnel, at age 11

 

Unlike many writers of his day, he died a rich man
and left most of his possessions to his daughter

Susanna,

TRIVIA

Some of the writers of his time didn’t respect him
and referred to him as an “upstart crowv"
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THE BARD

The Northern Renaissance was well
established in England by the time William
Shakespeare went to seek his fortune
in London around 1585. He began as an
actor and apparently had a successful
career. In time, he became part owner of

a theatrical company known as the Lord
Chamberlain's Men and began writing
his own plays. By around 1594, the
company was mainly performing only
Shakespeare‘s plays, and the playwright
acted in many ofthem himself.

The Bard—or poet—as he is often called,

wrote more than 150 poems and 37 plays,
including tragedies such as Romeo andjuliet
and comedies such as A Midsummer Night‘s
Dream. Shakespeare's plays have stood
the test oftime largely because oftheir
insight into human nature. Shakespeare
created complex characters with deep
emotions and used clever wordplay to
make his audience laugh or cry. The plays
also reflected the Renaissance mindset.



They dealt with human life rather than
religious themes. And many ofthe plays
were based on stories and characters
from classical Greek and Latin works.

THE ELIZABETHAN AGE

Most of Shakespeare’s plays were written
during the Elizabethan Age, or the reign
of Queen Elizabeth I, which lasted from

1558 to 1603. Elizabeth spoke many
languages, wrote poetry, and was a gifted
musician. The queen supported the Globe
Theater, where many of Shakespeare‘s
plays were performed before people from
all walks of life. After Elizabeth died, her

REVIEW & ASSESS

How did
Shakespeare’s plays reflect
Renaissance ideas?

MAKE INFERENCES Why do
you think Shakespeare’s plays
appealed to all people, from the
very wealthy to the very poor?

RomPn mydjuim i
b» in ipleled

 

cousin James | rose to the throne. James
soon became the patron of Shakespeare‘s
theatrical company, which then changed
its name to the King’s Men. Shakespeare
wrote some of his greatest plays, including
Macbeth, under the king’s patronage.

Shakespeare retired from the theater
when he was 49 and died three years
later. Several years after his death, his

plays were collected in a volume. The
English playwright Benjonson, who had
known Shakespeare, understood his

friend’s genius. In an introduction to the
volume, Jonson wrote that Shakespeare
“was not of an age, but for all time."

ANALYZE LANGUAGE USE What

does the phrase "not of an age,
but for all time" suggest about
Shakespeare’s legacy?
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The

Printing Press
Today, ideas can fly

around the world at the

push ofa button orthe

click ofa mouse. In the early days of

the Renaissance, however, ideas mostly

spread by word of mouth as traders

and travelers made their slow way

from place to place. But then a German

printer came up with an invention that

sped up the exchange ofideas. In many

ways, it was the Internet of its day.

The printing press greatly quickened the
spread of Renaissance ideas and information.

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCE

The invention was the , and it

was developed around 1450 by the German
blacksmith, goldsmith, publisher, and

printerjohann Gutenberg. He developed
the press by improving on the Chinese
technology ofwoodblock printing. Chinese
printers had carved text onto a wooden
block, inked the block, and then pressed it

onto paper. Gutenberg developed movable
metal type, with a separate piece of type for
each letter. Using this technology, printers
could arrange the letters any way they
liked. They could also use and reuse the
pieces. The diagram on the opposite page
shows how the printing press worked.
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Around the same time, a new technique for

making paper was developed, which made
paper easier to manufacture. Gutenberg
used this paper and his new press to print
a Latin Bible in 1455. He tried to keep
his printing technique a secret, but his
beautiful Bible caught people’s attention.
Like Renaissance culture, the technology

ofthe new printing press spread quickly.

IMPACT OF PRINTING

It’s hard to overestimate the impact ofthe
printing press. It resulted in an information
explosion throughout Europe. Before the
press, most printers made every copy of a
book by hand, which could take a full month.

In the same amount oftime, Gutenberg’s

press could produce 500 books. These books
were far cheaper than the handmade copies.
They also spread ideas much more quickly.

As you know, people had become
eager for knowledge by the time ofthe
Renaissance. The printing press only
ueled this demand. As more books
Jecame available, more people learned
to read, and more universities were

ounded. In addition, libraries became

setter stocked with reliable information,

which helped in the advancement of
science, technology, and scholarship.

Many of the first printed books were
religious and classical works, but a demand

or less scholarly reading soon grew.
In response, publishers printed poetry,
alays, travel books, and histories. People

also wanted to read books in their native
anguage, instead of Latin. Remember that
Dante began this trend when he wrote The
Divine Comedy in Italian. As a result, books

Jegan to be printed in the vernacular—even
the Bible. This allowed many more people
to read the Bible and interpret its teachings
or themselves for the first time. As you’ll
see in the next section, this trend would

cause trouble for the Catholic Church.
Soon Gutenberg’s invention would be
arinting pamphlets that would question
the authority ofthe pope himself.
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GUTENBERG'S BIBLE

The Gutenberg Bible, as it came to be called,

contained 1,286 pages with about 42 lines on each

page. It was remarkable for its neat. even letters
and handrpainted illustrations of nature. Gutenberg
printed 200 copies of his Bible of which about 50
survive today,

 

1. READING CHECK HOW 2. INTEGRATE VISUALS Based on the 3. ANALYZE CAUSE AND EFFECT

did the printing press diagram and what you have learned What happened once the
help spread information? about the printing press, how printing press made books

do you think the new invention more widely available?
improved printers’ lives?
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Legacy in the

Arts and Sciences
.1.
am Did you know that

the Renaissance

influenced many modern

developments? GPS technology owes

a debt to the advances Renaissance

scientists made in mapmaking. Studies

ofthe human body in the 15005 paved

the way for today’s medicaI-imaging

techniques. As for the arts, ifyou

travel to almost any state capitol,

you’ll see a dome that resembles

Brunelleschi’s. The Renaissance left us

a living legacy.

Renaissance advances in the arts and sciences
continue to influence thinking today.

THE ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE

As you have learned, Renaissance architects

revived ancient Greek and Roman ideas
to build and perfect such structures
as domes, arches, and columns.

These structures continue to be
important elements in architecture
today. Similarly, Renaissance artists’
realistic portrayal of individuals and
use of perspective have influenced
modern and contemporary artists.
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You’ve read about William Shakespeare,

but the Renaissance also produced such
literary figures as Spanish writer Miguel
de Cervantes (sehr-VAHN-tez) and Italian

historian Niccolo Machiavelli. In Cervantes’
masterpiece, the novel Don Quixote

(key-HOE-tay), the author used humor
and insight to tell his tale. The novel has
influenced otherwriters since its publication
about 400 years ago. Machiavelli wrote
a book on effective leadership called The
Prince. The book continues to influence
leaders—and would-be leaders—today.

IMPACT OF SCIENTIFIC ADVANCES

The Renaissance made its mark on the
sciences, too. Some historians say that

Gutenberg’s printing press is the greatest
invention ofthe past 1,000 years—more
significant than the computer or the
Internet. The printing press made it possible
for people all around the world to share,
study, and challenge others’ ideas.

In mathematics, Renaissance scholars

came up with the idea of using letters in
algebraic equations; for example, x + y = 5.
Renaissance thinkers also became interested
in the natural world. Some scientists learned
about the metals and minerals that make up
Earth’s surface. Others studied astronomy
and gained new understanding ofthe
wider universe and Earth’s place in it.

You’ve learned about Leonardo da Vinci’s
anatomical sketches. In 1543, the Belgian

physician Andreas Vesalius (vuh-SAH L-ee-us)
dissected the bodies of executed criminals
and published his findings. As a result of
his accurate drawings ofthe human body,
anatomy became a scientific discipline.

Scientific ideas were also applied
to_,or mapmaking, during
the Renaissance. Using these new ideas,

exploration by men such as Christopher
Columbus continued to improve the
accuracy of maps. Exploration also opened
up new lands to colonization and settlement.
The legacy ofthese events is still felt today.



‘ . ‘Aln ‘v

Statue of Martin Luther King,Jr., at his memorial

   
THEN AND NOW

These images demonstrate the legacy of the

Renaissance. Find each work created du ring

the Renaissance and compare it to its modern

counterpart. What similarities and differences

do you see in each pair?

Michelangelo‘s David

 

Dome of St. Peter‘s Basilica in Rome X-ray ofthe skull Capitol Building dome in
Washington, D.C.

REVIEW & ASSESS

1. READING CHECK th‘ 2. COMPARE ANDCONTRAST 3. MAKE CONNECTIONS HOW

Were some of xhe imponam In th‘ Way W39 xhe impdd have Renaissame advanws
S( iemifk advanws made of Gmenberg‘s priming press in (aflogrdphy dflk-‘K xed
during xhe Renaissdnw? similar ‘0 Hm of xhe Imernex? modern life?
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31
Protests

Against the

Catholic Church
Thanks to Gutenberg’s new

printing press, the printers

quickly finish making copies of

the pamphlet a customer brought in. But

they’re a bit nervous about its contents. The

pamphlet, by Martin Luther, contains a list of

items criticizing the Church. The printers are

used to seeing old ideas challenged, but this

list seems to go too far.

In the 15005, Martin Luther’s protests against the
Roman Catholic Church led to the Reformation.

 

HENRY VIII

King Henry VIII of
England formed
a new branch of
Protestantism

when the Church
refused to grant
him a divorce.
The king wanted
to divorce and
marry a woman he
hoped would give

himason.

3 MARTIN LUTHER

As you know, some people had
’ begun to criticize the Church
, and call for reforms during

the Renaissance. In the last
1 chapter, you also learned that

the Church became weaker as

the authority of kings increased.
In 1305, a powerful French

_ king moved the center ofthe
3 Church from Rome to Avignon

(ah-veen-YOH N), in France,

and appointed a French pope.
Following a struggle for power,

. one in Rome and the other in
3 Avignon. This split in the Church
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two popes were elected in 1378:

is known as the Great Schism
(schism means “split"). Although
the Church was unified once again
in 1417 and Rome restored as the
center of Christianity, the Church

had been weakened even further.

The Church needed money to regain
its former strength, but some

people believed the Church used
questionable practices to obtain
it. For exam le, Church officials

sold*,which relaxed

the punishment for a sin. However,

sometimes the officials sold an
indulgence as forgiveness for a
sin, with no punishment imposed.
Many people, though, believed
that only God could forgive sins.
People also objected to paying
one-tenth oftheir income to the
Church every year in taxes.

A German monk named Martin
Luther actively protested against
these practices. On October 31,

1517, Luther nailed a list of protests,

known as the 95 Theses, to a church

door in Wittenberg, Germany. The
list included the idea that the Bible
was the only source of religious
truth and that priests were not
needed to interpret its words. Luther
further suggested that salvation
came through faith in Christ alone.
Those who supported Luther’s ideas
would be called Protestants, which

comes from the word protest. The
reform movement Luther began
is known as the Reformation.

PROTESTANTISM GROWS

After Luther made the 95 Theses
public, Pope Leo X demanded
that the monk take back his
statements. Luther refused and was
excommunicated, or cut off, from

the Church. Nevertheless, pamphlets
containing Luther’s theses were soon
printed, and his ideas spread rapidly.
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In response, peasants throughout Europe teachings. Another, called Calvinism, was
used Luther’s teachings to stage revolts led by a French reformer named John
for better wages and living conditions. Calvin who believed that God chose people

for salvation. They could do nothing to
earn it. A third branch, called Anglicanism

, , ‘ , or the Church of England, was begun in
the'BIble forthemselves,thelr differing England by King HenryVIII. Protestantism

beliefs led to the developm'ent'of would have a lasting impact on Europe.
many branches, or denominations, 0f But in the meantime, the Catholic Church
Protestaht rellglohs. Che branch, called began to look for ways to stop its spread.

Lutheranlsm, was Inspired by Luther‘s

Luther‘s teachings also had a great impact
on Christianity. As people interpreted

REVIEW 8: ASSESS

‘ 1. READING CHECK What 2. INTERPRET MAPS HOW did the 3. IDENTIFY MAIN IDEAS

Church practices did Martin spread ofthe Lutheran and Calvinist Why did many branches of
Luther protest against? branches of Protestantism differ Protestantism develop?

from that of the Anglican branch?
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Conflict in the Church
Martin Luther didn't set out to create chaos within the Catholic Church‘

He nailed his 95 Theses onto the church doorto engage scholars at the

University ofWittenberg in debate, But Luther hadn't counted on the

reaction his ideas would inspire, Within two months, copies of the theses

had spread throughout Europe‘ Within three years, the pope had written a

letter condemning the theses‘ Meanwhile, Luther’s followers supported the

theses by protesting certain Church practices,

  

 

In this painting, Martin Luther is shown

translating the Bible from Latin into
German. Luther used a clear, accessible

style that made the book more readable
for ordinary people.

Martin Luther Translating the Bible, wmburg
Castle, 1521, Eugene Siberdt. mg:
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D0 MENT ONE Primary Suurze: Pamphlet

from the 9S Theses

In his 95 Theses, Luther expresses his

criticism ofthe Church in statements that
sum up his interpretation of teaching found
in the Bible. In the following two theses,

‘H. . . . Love grows Izy Work; of love, and
man becomes beh‘er; I791“ by Pardons Man
does not grow better, only more Free from

Luther presents his idea that letters of Pemlfy‘

pardon, or indulgences, do not make people 51. The assurance of snlvnh’on by letters
better and cannot ensure salvation. of pardon is vain [useless]; 9V9" ”-90%

. . . the Pope himself were to stake his soul
CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE Why might the ,upon .t
Church have taken offense at these statements?

 

DO ENT TWO Prlmary Source: Letter

from the Papal Bull of Pope Leo X

In 1520, Pope Leo X issued a papal bu||,or
official letter, giving Luther 60 days to take
back his theses. In the following excerpt
from the bull, Leo condemns Luther’s ideas

2::sistiifii::wc’isazizifih:m - -- We ,I
' Fnifhful . . . to read, niserf, preach, Praise,

CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE According to the P’W’z Publish, or defend them.
pope, how should Catholics deal with Luther's ideas?

Wifll The advice and confenf of fhefe our

venerable [respected] brothers, . . . we
condemn, reprolmfe [disapprove], and
reject completely each of fhese theses.

  

DO ENTTHREE

Leaflet Againstjohann Tetzel

Luther’s followers distributed this leaflet to
protest against the practices of Johann Tetzel,
a monk who sold indulgences. Tetzel is said to
have written the last two lines in the leaflet:
“As soon as gold in the cashbox rings,
The rescued soul to heaven springs.”

CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE Why do you think the

people shown in the leaflet are happy to see Tetzel?

  

1. REVIEW Review what you have learned about 3. CONSTRUCT Write a topic sentence that
the Reformation and protests against the answers this question: How did the Church and
Catholic Church. Luther’s followers react to the 95 Theses?

2. RECALL On your own paper, write down the 4. WRITE Using evidence from the documents,
main idea expressed in each document. write a short paragraph to support your answer

to the question in Step3.
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The Counter

Reformation

After the Reformation,

the Catholic Church was

down but certainly not out.

Millions of faithful followers remained

loyal. They continued to recognize the

pope as their leader and trusted their

priests’ interpretation ofthe Bible.

But Church officials knew that to keep

their members and bring Protestants

back to the fold, they had to stop the

spread of Protestantism. To do that,

they had to make some changes.

Reforms and a new religious order established
during the Counter Reformation helped
strengthen Catholicism.

REFORM FROM WITHIN

The changes the Catholic Church made
were part of a movement called the
Catholic Reformation—sometimes also
called the Counter Reformation. (In this
use of the word, counter means “against.")

A meeting of Church officials and scholars
summoned by the pope in 1545 was
a key element ofthe movement.

The meeting, which came to be known as

the Council ofTrent, met for 26 sessions

over 18 years, mostly in the northern Italian
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city of Trent. During that time, the council
worked to define Catholic beliefs and
practices and determine how the Church
needed to change. Council members also
sought to clarify how Catholicism differed
from Protestantism. For example, while

Protestants believed that the Bible could
be understood directly by individuals, the
Church taught that it must be interpreted
and understood in light oftradition.

To make sure Catholics didn’t stray from
their faith, the Church also established

a Roman Inquisition. Like the Spanish
Inquisition discussed in the previous
chapter, the Roman Inquisition used harsh
methods, including torture, to force a

confession and punish-, or a denial

of Churc1 teachings. Protestants were, of

course, considered to be guilty of heresy.

In addition, Church officials created a

list of books they objected to. Followers
of Catho icism were forbidden to read
the books,which included Bibles in the

vernacular as well as most anythingwritten
by Luther, Calvin, and Erasmus. The books

were col ected by Church clergy and burned.

On the other hand, the Church also applied
gentler methods to broaden its appeal. It
built new, larger churches to hold more

worshippers. In addition, priests sometimes
deliverec sermons in the vernacular.

A NEW RELIGIOUS ORDER

The struggle to revive Catholicism was
aided by the development of a new religious
order cal ed the Society ofJesus, whose
followers were known as jesuits (J EHZH-
oo-ihts). A former Spanish knight named
Ignatius of Loyola formed the order,
and he insisted on strict obedience.

 
Beginning in 1540, Ignatius commanded
his followers as their “Superior General,"

and the Jesuits carried out their duties
with great discipline. They also took vows
of poverty and obedience, promising to
fight “for the greater glory of God."
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From the start, the Jesuits’ purpose To prepare for this task and enable them
was to obey the pope and go wherever to communicate their faith to people in
he thought they were most needed. In other parts of the world, Jesuit priests
time, this meant establishing schools and studied many different languages.
universities throughout Europe and the
world. The Jesuits provided a good education
to thousands of men and inspired many

Through their support ofthe Counter
Reformation, theJesuits and other

to dedicate their lives to the Church. Catholic reformers helped revitalize
the Church. By the end ofthe 15005,

The Jesuits also worked as_ the Church had regained much of its
by spreading Catholicism to people power. The Church was ready to play an
in Africa, Asia, and the Americas. important role in the coming century.

_
. READING CHECK What were some 2. MAKE INFERENCES Why

of the methods used during the do you think the Church
Counter Reformation to stop the burned certain books?
spread of Protestantism?

3. DRAW CONCLUSIONS

Why was it important to
the Catholic Church to
establish its own schools
and universities7
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The Impact
of the

Reformation
.X.
m The Reformation resulted

Bible for themselves, they formed new

in a cultural shift. Once

people could interpret the

ideas about the Christian religion.

More Protestant denominations

formed as differences in beliefs

developed, and new Protestant

churches sprang up. Europe would

never be the same.

The Reformation had a long-lasting religious,
social, and political impact on Europe.

RELIGIOUS EFFECTS

Protestantism flourished. Like Catholics,

Protestants founded universities and parish
schools to teach their beliefs and gain
new followers. As a result, because both

Protestants and Catholics wanted to read
the Bible, the Reformation increased literacy.

In England, many Anglicans learned to read
the Bible but not in the vernacular. They
followed the Catholic beliefthat prohibited
reading the Bible in translation. However,

reformer William Tyndale believed that
Anglicans should reject all Catholic beliefs
and practices and so began to prepare an
English translation ofthe New Testament.
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Tyndale completed his work in Germany.
In time, however, Catholic officials there

arrested and executed him for his beliefs.

POLITICAL E FFECTS

The Reformation had both positive and
negative political effects. On the positive
side, the Reformation influenced the

development of democracy and federalism.
Protestants who formed a church sometimes
governed it themselves. This practice
would later encourage religious groups
immigrating to the English colonies to
form a government with equal and fair
laws—an early step toward democracy. In
addition, Calvinist churches sometimes

allowed church members to share power
with the clergy. This practice represented
an early form of federalism in which power
is shared, like that between a national

government and state governments.

On the negative side, the Reformation led

to widespread warfare in Euro as. In the
years after Luther published the 95 Theses,
religious wars erupted within countries
and between them. The Thirty Years’ War,

for example, started as a conflict between

Catholics and Protestants in Central
Europe. The war, which lasted rom 1618

to 1648, devastated the German states,

killing an estimated seven million people.

Although the Catholic Church 13d partly
recovered from the Reformation, its power

in Europe would come to be challenged
by powerful kings. These kings worked to
bring all ofthe people within t1eir territory
under a unified rule. As a resu t, powerful

modern began to emerge,
with their own independent governments
and populations united by a shared
culture, language, and national pride. 
The Catholic Church would also face
challenges from another source. Scientists
influenced by humanism would begin to
question accepted views—including those
ofthe Church. Their discoveries would
change the way people looked at the world.



REVIEW & ASSESS

What
were some 0f the
religious effects of the
Reformation?

n

\

DETERMINE WORD MEANINGS In the

sentence “Because more people wanted
10 read the Bible,1he Reformation also

increased literacy," what does Hteracy mean?

Church towers in the northern
European country of Latvia

represent three different
Christian denominations: (from

left to right) Lutheranism,

Catholicism, and Anglicanism

ANALYZE CAUSE

AND EFFECT What

led to the rise of
nation’states? 
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